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IT and business process outsourcing clients seek a variety of benefits including cost reductions, variable capacity, and reduced management time spent on IT. But outsourcing succeeds only if the vendor, as well as the client, achieves expected benefits. Often client and vendor interests are not aligned. How can clients and vendors settle into a “sweet spot” where their interests coincide? New CISR research has examined 90 outsourcing deals in 84 firms to help firms recognize opportunities for long-term benefits from outsourcing relationships.

We found that the outsourcing “sweet spot” depends on the nature of the client-vendor relationship. We distinguish among three types of outsourcing relationships: (1) a transaction relationship in which an outsourcer executes a well defined, repeatable process for a client; (2) a co-sourcing alliance in which client and vendor share management responsibility for project success; and (3) a strategic partnership in which an outsourcer takes on responsibilities for a bundle of client operational services.

Successful transaction relationships have low management overhead. Customization, protracted contract negotiations, or client interference with how the vendor performs the process will increase cost and undermine benefits for both parties. But a hands-off transaction relationship can deliver hassle-free, high-quality services to clients and reasonable margins to vendors.

Co-sourcing Alliances

In a co-sourcing alliance, clients and vendors share management responsibilities, usually for application project initiatives. They draw on both the vendor’s specialized technical skills and the client’s deep business knowledge.

Client interest in co-sourcing arises from the desire to access lower cost but higher quality technology and project management expertise while maintaining control over the project. Vendors seek to develop industry and application knowledge as they deliver expertise at a cost that often mixes local and offshore labor rates. When the client and vendor both have strong capabilities, they create a mutually beneficial arrangement (Figure 2).
The contribution of the outsourcer in a co-sourcing alliance is difficult to isolate from the contribution of the client’s employees. One manufacturing firm, which deploys project teams with, on average, four vendor employees for every internal team member, has a set of metrics to assess team productivity on factors such as function points. But ultimately, the CIO notes, the measure of success for the outsourcing arrangement is the project outcome. He considers his alliance a success because alliance teams consistently deliver high functionality on time and on budget. The CIO does not know—or care—whether outcomes would be different if the vendor were not involved. He has an affordable variable staffing model that works.

Co-sourcing alliances present risks to both clients and vendors. For clients, generating value requires relying on vendor expertise, but too much reliance can result in insufficient internal knowledge to apply new technologies effectively. Vendor risk results from the need to teach project methodology to the client in order to ensure project success. Vendors run the risk of working themselves out of a job as they strengthen their clients’ skills.

Strategic Partnerships

In a strategic partnership vendors provide an integrated set of operational services. For example, a single IT outsourcing deal might encompass mainframe operations, WAN and LAN management, telephony, and help desk services—some of which are commodity services. By integrating its service offerings, the vendor adds value beyond the value of the individual services.

In a strategic partnership, the client expects to be able to focus on core competencies after handing off major operational responsibilities to the vendor. Clients also usually expect to realize cost savings and have access to variable capacity. To meet these expectations, vendors rely on economies of scale and scope, shared resources and best practices. Despite the potential for mutual benefit, these deals are risky. Only 50% of strategic partnerships in our study were successful.

Metrics are part of the problem. While vendors expect to earn a margin on the integrated set of services, client assessments of their partners often rely on a set of service level agreements for the individual services. We believe the value of a strategic partnership is better assessed by its impact on the client’s bottom line. For example, one CIO noted that when he needed to reduce his IT budget by $10 million, his vendor partner identified $3 million in outsourced services that could be cut with minimal pain to the client. Recognizing that this reduction would be painful to the vendor the client and vendor identified $1M in new outsourcing services that reduced the client’s IT budget, and the client award the vendor a number of new projects, which restored and in fact increased the vendor’s revenues.

Strategic partnerships work best when they are treated by both client and vendor as long-term interdependencies with shared risk. Clients need vendors to adapt their offerings and processes to changing business conditions; vendors need clients to adapt their expectations and behaviors to permit appropriate process innovations and service changes. Successful strategic partnerships often apply a first-choice provider principle, meaning that the strategic partner is favored when new activities are to be outsourced. This reduces search costs for the client and sales costs for the vendor.

Conclusion

These three types of outsourcing relationships are so different that learning gained in one type of relationship does not transfer to another. We believe a firm can become competent in all three types of relationships, but it is important to match the services outsourced with the appropriate type of relationship. Clients and vendors in strategic partnerships who refuse to adapt to the strategic needs of their partners will become embroiled in bitter contract battles. Firms that manage transaction relationships like strategic partnerships incur expensive and unnecessary overhead. And co-sourcing that is treated like anything but a team environment is sure to sub-optimize outcomes.

Firms need to understand the risks of each relationship. Risks increase as the boundaries between client and vendor responsibilities blur and the scope of responsibilities expands. However, even transaction relationships bear significant risks. We found that firms emphasizing transaction relationships had statistically significantly less mature enterprise architectures.2 Low architecture maturity may indicate that transaction relationships often reinforce application silos. In the short term, this could help a firm clean up isolated processes, but over time it inhibits the firm’s ability to respond to changing market conditions.

For firms to generate value from their outsourcing arrangements they must design governance and relationships that fit the services they are outsourcing. Most importantly, for each type of outsourcing, both client and vendor should target the sweet spot to maximize benefits to both parties.
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**Figure 1: Summary of Benefits and Risks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF RELATIONSHIP</th>
<th>Transaction</th>
<th>Co-sourcing</th>
<th>Strategic Partnership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is outsourced</strong></td>
<td>Clearly defined, repeatable process</td>
<td>Shared responsibility for project management and implementation</td>
<td>Range of responsibilities for operational activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key metrics</strong></td>
<td>Quality and/or cost per transaction</td>
<td>Project success</td>
<td>Bottom-line impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client risks</strong></td>
<td>Desired service may not be available in the market</td>
<td>Difficult to assess vendor contribution</td>
<td>Integrated services hard to assess individually; Vendor may not adapt to changing business needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor risks</strong></td>
<td>Competition may erode margins</td>
<td>Transferring project management expertise undermines value proposition</td>
<td>Client unwillingness to change limits impact; Poor relationship inhibits add-on sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Client success</strong></td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor success</strong></td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Increasing Risk*
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**Figure 2: Outsourcing Objectives**

**Client Expectations**
- Best practice
- Variable capacity
- Management focus on core competencies

**Vendor Offerings**
- Standard best practice process components
- Economies of scale
- Distinctive assets

**Transaction Relationship**
- Low maintenance relationship; Reasonable margins; Innovation to ensure process improvements

**Co-Sourcing Alliance**
- Variable project staffing; Leverage offshore; Disciplined project mgmt

**Strategic Partnership**
- 1st choice provider moving up value chain
- Capability to deliver broad range of specialized services

---

3 Client perception based on 80 surveys. Questions asked: “Within the firm we view this outsourcing agreement as a success” and “The vendor is profiting from the outsourcing arrangement.” Percentage is based on number of respondents who rated the statement as a “4” or “5” on a scale of 1 to 5.

4 Based on surveys of 80 IT managers.
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